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Abstract: Novel low-power or semiactive devices are developed for vibration suppression applications. By manipulating the st
stiffness, the resisting forces generated by the devices are quite large and independent of velocity. Experimental results are p
demonstrate the feasibility of the devices and to justify the main assumptions used. The critical design issue of device plac
addressed analytically and verified. While much of the development here applies to the case of variable stiffness devices, we
resettable devices in which the device behaves like a linear spring. However, at appropriate times, the effective unstretched len
device is changed—or reset—to extract energy from the vibrating structure.
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Introduction
Low-power devices that can act as actuators in a variety of vib
tion suppression applications have been receiving increasing
tention. With a slight abuse of notation, these are often ca
semiactive devices due to their very low power consumpt
~often provided by compact batteries!, even though they contain
sensors and a control logic that governs the overall behavio
the device. They typically cannot add energy to the sys
~hence, ‘‘semiactive’’!, are subject to a set of decentralized co
trol logic, and have superior reliability, particularly when com
pared to traditional actuators.

The benefits of relying on such low-power~or semiactive! de-
vices have been shown in a variety of applications. While
literature is quite extensive and a comprehensive survey is
feasible, applications to structures can be found in Kobori
Kamagata~1991!, while Onodo and Minesugi~1996a,b! discuss
applications to space structures. The work in Patten and S
~1994! and Patten et al.~1996! shows the benefits in bridge ap
plications, while Bobrow et al.~2000! discuss the benefits in
shock absorbers. While earlier devices were primarily hydra
~see, for example, Taylor and Constantinou 1995!, recent progress
in electrorheological and magnetorheological materials has
to a variety of new semiactive devices employing such mater
A large number of references~see Carlson et al. 1995; McClam
roch and Gavin 1995; Gavin 1997; Gordaninejad and Breese 1
as a representative sample! discuss the benefits and shortcomin
associated with each technique, and several different approa
are used for control. Some are primarily variable stiffness te
niques, which may or may not match the semiactive nature of
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devices~e.g., Leitmann and Reithmeiren 1993; Onodo and Min
sugi 1996a; Nagarajaiah 1997 etc.!. Others devise control logic
that explicitly incorporate the semiactive concept~e.g., Nemin
et al. 1994; Patten et al. 1996 among many!. Often, the logic
serves as an approximation of a more traditional control techni
~see Onodo and Minesugi 1996a or the clipped optimal contro
Dyke et al. 1996 or Spencer et al. 1997!.

Here, we focus on a new class of semiactive devices. The
devices, which were introduced in Bobrow et al.~1995!, offer
several advantages. Unlike most, though not all, of the work
ported in literature, the proposed devices manipulate the stiffn
properties and are capable of producing large resisting forces
shown in Bobrow et al.~2000!, the lack of dependence on veloc
ity also contributes to beneficial response in ‘‘shock’’-type dist
bances, since the force transmitted through the device is con
erably smaller than those in traditional devices. The basic de
is feasible for both pneumatic and hydraulic implementation,
shown below, and employs relatively simple mechanisms
control logic. It offers a great deal of reliability due to its relian
on standard hydraulic or pneumatic concepts, particularly w
compared to devices employing novel material. Naturally, it p
sesses the low-power, semiactive, and decentralized prope
that many of these devices share. Some of the benefits and ad
tages of the resetting devices, as compared to other semia
approaches, are described in Yang and Agrawak~2001!.

In the next section, we briefly review the basic concept, ha
ware design, and preliminary results. Next, we present results
offer evidence regarding the feasibility of the assumptions use
developing a model for these devices and show experimenta
sults obtained from prototypes. A subsequent section deals
the stability results for the multidegree of freedom systems,
well as results for placement of these devices. Finally, simula
and experimental results are used to establish the validity and
benefits of the proposed techniques.

Background and Preliminaries

We focus on a new class of devices that alter the stiffness c
acteristics of the system, compared to most of the devices~e.g.,
electrorheological! that affect the damping properties. The esse
tial properties are captured in the schematic of Fig. 1, in wh
the device is connected to a one-degree-of-freedom mass s
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system. The device is essentially a piston, a double acting cy
der and a valve. The valve connects the two sides of the cylin
When it is closed, the fluid in the cylinder is compressed due
the movement of the piston. Pneumatic and hydraulic version
the semiactive device are shown in Fig. 2. The effect of comp
sion can be approximated by a linear spring~see the next section
for details!. The device can thus provide large resisting forc
Once the valve is open, the energy stored in the fluid is tur
into heat and is dissipated~by slushing and internal damping!.
Schematically, the closed valve corresponds to adding stiffnes
the system~e.g.,k1 in Fig. 1!, while opening of the valve corre
sponds to removing stiffness and extracting the potential en
stored ink1 . It is assumed that the valve orifice is large enough
that no force is generated from the device as the piston mo
This means that the device does not add velocity-depen
damping to the system.

Two general approaches can be considered.
1. Resetting technique: In this approach, the valve can

opened at any time to extract energy from the system, b
is then closed as soon as the pressure difference acros
piston is eliminated. Schematically, this is equivalent to ‘‘r
setting’’ the spring to the higher stiffness value as soon as
strain energy in the spring is converted into heat. Since
‘‘reset time’’ is short, instead of modeling a variable stif
ness, the resulting device exhibits the high-stiffness valu
all times, and at the switching times ‘‘resets’’ the unstretch
length of the equivalent spring element.

2. Semiactive variable stiffness technique: In this approach,
device operates at two distinct stiffness levels. The valve
be opened~for low stiffness! at any time to extract energy
but it is changed to high stiffness~by closing the valve! only
when the system passes through the zero position. This
requirement is needed to apply the traditional variable s
ness approach~Nemin et al. 1994; Utkin 1997! while main-
taining the semiactive nature of the hardware. That is,
creasing the stiffness of a spring requires the input of ene
unless it is done at its unstretched position.

In a simple single-degree-of-freedom system, the stand
variable stiffness approach employs the following control log
Whenxẋ>0, the valve is closed, resulting in the higher stiffne
~in Fig. 1, stiffness isk01k1! and whenxẋ,0 the valve is
opened, resulting in the lower stiffness~stiffness isk0!. Alterna-

Fig. 1. Schematic of semiactive element

Fig. 2. Prototype devices: pneumatic~left! and hydraulic~right!
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tively, the resetting approach is based on the following logic:
value is closed at all times, except whenẋ50. In that case, the
valve is open to extract energy and closed as soon as poss
Considering the equivalent ‘‘spring’’ analogy, this implies th
when ẋ50, the unstretched length of the spring (xs) is reset, i.e.,

set xs5x whenever ẋ~ t !50, and ux~ t !u.e

where the condition on magnitude ofx is for avoiding chattering
whenx(t) decays to very small values. In this setting, the eq
tion of motion for the single-degree-of-freedom system is

mẍ1~k01k1!x5k1xs (1)

Note that the structural stiffness is always at its maximu
value, and that the reset times are assumed to be instantaneo
discussed in Bobrow et al.~1995, 2000!, this control logic is mo-
tivated by the observation that once the sign ofẋ changes, the
device is transferring the stored stain energy back to the sys
and resetting it according to the logic above extracts the ene
and prevents this transfer.

The advantages of the resetting approach over variable s
ness is due to several issues. By providing high stiffness, relia
ity and safety are not compromised and the resisting force
always at its maximum value. Furthermore, the number of tim
energy is extracted is higher in the resetting technique, leadin
faster and more effective vibration suppression. In the sim
single degree of freedom in Fig. 1, for example, it was shown
Bobrow et al. ~1995! that the rate of decay is (k02k1 /k0

1k1)n1, wheren1 is the number of peaks or reset times. The r
of decay for the variable stiffness is (k1 /k02k1)n2 wheren2 is
number of peaks~which is half ofn1!. Naturally, resetting results
in much faster decay. Ifk05k1 , for example, the system comes
a stop in less than one period. The final advantage of the rese
approach is that it maintains the natural frequency and m
shapes of the system. This property, which is also called the
mogeneity in Inaudi et al.~1994!, will be used in the section
‘‘Device Model and Experimental Verification,’’ to establish st
bility and device location results. While most of the techniqu
discussed here also apply to variable stiffness devices, for bre
we focus on resetting devices.

One Degree of Freedom Example: Shock Absorber

The resetting-type control law also has outstanding shock is
tion characteristics. As an example, consider the case of a

Fig. 3. Simulink response of mass spring system with peak detec
and resetting control
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / SEPTEMBER 2002 / 917
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going over a ramp-shaped bump. The car is approximated
mass-spring system with a base displacementz(t) as input. The
ramp shaped input function is 4-in. high and 5-in. wide. The n
equation of motion has the same form as before, but the pos
x must be replaced by the relative displacementx2z for the two
stiffness terms. The results for a 1,000 lb, 1/4 car model trave
over the bump at 1 mph are shown in Fig. 3. The spring const
werek05k15500 lb/in. The top plot shows the input~dotted! and
output ~solid! positions as functions of time. The middle pl
shows the spring deformationx2z, referred to as the ‘‘error’’ in
the plot~dotted!, and the value ofxs used by the resetting contro
law ~solid, referred to as held peak!. Note that the changes in th
unstretched spring lengthxs occur at times whenẋ2 ż50. The
bottom plot shows the force in the device. Note that at the f
instants when the force reaches its peak value, all the en
stored in the device is discarded and the process repeats.

More results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 4 for thr
cases when the mass is traveling at velocities of 1, 10, and
mph. The solid lines in the left-hand plots are the displacemen
the mass with the proposed device, the dotted lines are the b
and the dashed lines are the response of the mass spring s
with a conventional viscous damper withz50.707. The compari-
son is thus between the shock isolation features of a conventi

Fig. 4. Simulation for three velocities
918 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / SEPTEMBER 2002
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damper used in conjunction with the stiffness ofk0 to those of the
resettable device with stiffnessk1 . The interesting feature of the
comparison is that the conventional damper transmits a la
shock load to the mass due to the sudden base velocity whe
bump is encountered. At high speeds, the shock load is extrem
large and causes the mass to overshoot the final displacem
The right-hand plot shows the resisting force in the visco
damper~dashed! and in the proposed device~solid!. The time
scales have been adjusted in these plots. For the case of 10
the peak force produced by the viscous damper on the mass i
times that of the proposed device. At 100 mph, the force is
times more in the viscous damper. These results indicate a c
advantage of the proposed device over conventional dam
when shock loads are present.

Device Model and Experimental Verification

In this section, we discuss prototypes of devices that meet the
critical assumptions needed for the techniques used here: be
ior similar to a linear spring, and the ability to be ‘‘reset’’~i.e., to
rapidly extract the energy from the device and then to return
high stiffness!. There are several hardware designs that could
used to obtain these basic features. The choice of the device
pends on the force and stiffness requirements. For relatively
stiffness, a simple and reliable actuator can be obtained by u
a gas such as air as the working fluid in the device. As sho
below, air can achieve a wide range of effective stiffnessk1 val-
ues. Another possibility is to use a hydraulic fluid in the devic
and choose the piston area that achieves a fluid compressib
that matchesk1 . A third method is to use a hydraulic fluid, bu
choose the piston area large enough to ensure that the fluid
not compress at all. Then an external spring of stiffnessk1 can be
placed in series with the device to achieve the desired effect

Because of its simplicity, we will discuss the design of a pne
matic device. We will first determine the relationship between
cylinder dimensions and the stiffnessk1 . Let the pressure on the
left-hand side of the device in Fig. 1 bep2 , and the pressure on
the right-hand side bep1 . Then the force on the mass isF
5(p22p1)A, whereA is the piston area. Assuming an ideal g
o ‘‘reset’’
Fig. 5. Left plot shows approximate linearity between force versus displacement. Right plot shows the experimentally measured time t
device from two initial pressures.
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with no heat transfer through the cylinder walls, the pressures
both sides of the cylinder are governed by isentropic compres
piVi

g5c; i 51,2 whereg is the ratio of specific heats~g51.4 for
air!, Vi are the volumes on the two sides of the cylinder, andc is
a constant. Assuming we start motion from the midstroke posi
with the initial pressures on both sides of the cylinder equal top0

and initial volumesV0 , with p0V0
g5c, we have

F~x!5~p22p1!A5@~V01Ax!2g2~V02Ax!2g#Ac (2)

where we have let the volumes on both sides of the cylin
change with the cylinder positionx. A local approximation for the
effective spring constant of the gas and cylinder is obtained if
linearizes Eq.~2! for small motions ofx. The result is

F~x!52
2A2gp0

V0
x (3)

Hence, the effective spring constantk1 is k152A2gp0 /V0 .
This relationship was tested experimentally on a resettable

vice with a bore of 1.5 in. and a stroke52.8 in. ~see the prototype
depicted on the left-hand side of Fig. 2!. During the experiment,
the piston was moved approximately 1 in. inwards and 1 in. o
wards starting from the midstroke position. The force was m
sured at 0.1 intervals with a force transducer. The resulting d
are shown in Fig. 5. The points labeled with1 are the experi-
mental measurements. The linear plot is from Eq.~3! and the
dashed plot is from Eq~2!. Observe that,over the range of motion
used, the linear approximation of the device’s behavior is jus
fied.

The second test performed concerned the ‘‘resetting’’ prope
of the device. In this test, the solenoid valve that connects the
sides of the cylinder was opened and the pressures in the
sides of the cylinder were recorded. In the ideal case, the pres
difference would immediately reach zero. This would mean t
the internal energy of the gas would be irreversibly lost to h
since the entropy is increased during the expansion. If the v
were then closed, the current location of the piston would be
new zero position of the gas ‘‘spring.’’ However, since the orifi
in the valve is relatively small, it takes some time for the gas
flow between the two sides of the cylinder and reach equilibriu
The response time shown in Fig. 5 is thus due to the time it ta
to fully open the valve and to the gas dynamics. The time dela
lag shown in Fig. 5~approximately 20–30 ms! is small enough
for systems with frequencies up to about 20 Hz such as m
structures and automotive suspensions. Systems with higher
quencies would require faster valves and larger orifices to ach
faster reset rates. As discussed in Thai~1997!, the exponential-
like decay seen in Fig. 5 can also be used in the control
development.

For higher capacity, hydraulic devices can be developed
Bobrow et al. ~1995!, we show that the stiffness created by
hydraulic system isk154Ab/s, whereb is the fluid bulk modu-
lus ands is the cylinder stroke length. The device shown on
right-hand side of Fig. 2 is a prototype that has a stiffness
2,000 lb/in. It is straightforward to create devices with outp
forces in the megaton range, if required.

Multidegree of Freedom Systems

Modeling

The basic idea discussed in the section, ‘‘Background and
liminaries,’’ above can be generalized to multidegree of freed
-

o
e

t
-

e

-

systems. Consider ann degree-of-freedom system withx as the
vector of generalized coordinates. Assume that there arel devices.
The energy stored in the devices is the following:

Ua5(
i 51

l

Ui5
1

2 (
i 51

l

~x2xs,i !
TKi~x2xs,i ! (4)

In Eq. ~4!, xs,i5piece-wise continuous vector denoting th
most recent zero force position of theith device~i.e., the value of
x at the last resetting of the device! andKi5stiffness matrix as-
sociated with theith device. For the devices discussed earli
eachKi is a rank-one matrix and can be written as

Ki5v iv i
Ta i (5)

wherea i5stiffness of the device andv i5vector that depends on
the location of the device. Whilev i can always be obtained
through a simple singular value decomposition, in practice
often can be written by inspection. This is due to the fact that e
device often connects a very limited number of degrees of fr
dom and, as a result,Ki is often a sparse matrix with a few
entries. For example, consider the relative displacement of
ends of theith device,zi with the corresponding zero force pos
tion of zs,i . Then, it is straightforward to see that

zi2zs,i5v i
T~x2xs,i !

i.e., v i5vector of transformation from the general coordinates
those based on the device.

Adding Eq. ~4! to the total potential energy, we obtain th
following for the total mechanical energy of the system:

E5
1

2
ẋTMẋ1

1

2
xTKx1

1

2 (
i 51

l

~x2xs,i !
TKi~x2xs,i !

5T1V1(
i 51

l

Ui~ t ! (6)

The first term5kinetic energy; the second term5stain energy due
to the nominal stiffness of the system; while the last term5energy
stored in the resettable devices. As shown below, the first
terms will be used as a Lyapunov candidate to establish the
bility of the system. Application of Lagrange’s equations leads
the following for the equations of motion for a multidegree
freedom system

Mẍ1Kx1(
i 51

l

Ki~x2xs,i !50 (7)

whereM andK5nominal mass and stiffness matrices of the stru
ture ~i.e., without the resettable devices!. Naturally, damping
would add another term~e.g.,Cẋ! to Eq. ~7!.

Next consider the energy stored in each deviceUi @see Eq.
~4!#. Once the device is reset, i.e.,xs,i is set to the current value o
x, all of the energy is extracted and from that point on, any d
placement results in the device collecting energy~from the sys-
tem!. As long as the device is storing energy,U̇ i.0, while U̇ i

,0 denotes the case where energy is leaving the device~back to
the system!. This observation leads to the following control logi
which seeks to ensure that the device always takes energy
the system by resetting it as soon asU̇ is reduced to zero

set xs,i5x whenever U̇ i50, for i 51,2, . . . ,l (8)

whereUi is from Eq.~4! and thus

U̇ i5 ẋTKi~x2xs,i !
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / SEPTEMBER 2002 / 919
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Using the coordinates that represent relative displacements
tween the ends of the device~i.e.,zi discussed above!, the control
logic becomes

set zs,i5zi whenever żia i~zi2zs,i !50 (9)

Note that due to resetting, beyond the trivial case ofzi5 żi

50, the only times we can encounterU̇ i50 is whenżi50, i.e.,
when the relative motion of the ends of the device is chang
direction. The basic idea is essentially the same as the si
degree of freedom system, which is also derived with sim
motivations. The control logic is decentralized since it requi
only local information~i.e., resetting ofith device depends on th
derivative of the relative displacement ofith device only!. Finally,
note that Eq.~9! does not depend on stiffness, mass, or damp
matrices and, as such, is robust with respect to modeling erro
these matrices.

Before discussing stability or placement issues, we can bri
discuss the variable stiffness approach. In this approach, the
vice is either set to low~i.e.,a i50! or high ~i.e.,a iÞ0!. There is
no resetting and thuszs,i50 ~or xs,i50!. Using the same physica
motivation as above, as long as the device can store energy~thus
extracting energy from the system!, the device is set to high stiff
ness. A positive rate of energy storage, along the lines used ab
leads to

Ki5a iv iv i
T~Þ0! if żizi>0

otherwise~i.e., żizi,0! the valve is open (Ki50). The switch to
low stiffness occurs whenżi50 ~maximum deflection!, and the

Fig. 6. Three bay scale structure and its schematic
920 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / SEPTEMBER 2002
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switch to high stiffness occurs whenzi50. Note that since stiff-
ness is increased atzi50, no energy is required~beyond perhaps
closing a small valve!. The equations of motion become mo
complicated, however

Mẍ1~K1K* !x50 (10)

whereK* has the form

K* 5(
i 51

l

b iKi , b i50 if żizi,0, i 51,2, . . . ,l

Stability

For brevity, we will primarily discuss the resetting techniqu
though extensions and modifications needed for the variable s
ness technique will be mentioned briefly. We start with the to
mechanical energy of the system, without the semiactive devi
as the Lyapunov candidate@see Eq.~6! above#. Following stan-
dard arguments~see, e.g., Slotine and Li 1991 or Khalil 1996!, we
need to showV̇<0 to establish stability in the sense of Lyapuno
Taking the derivative ofV along the solutions to Eq.~7!, we
obtainV̇52SU̇ i . The resetting logic guarantees thatU̇ i>0, ; i ,
since each device is always absorbing energy from the sys
~and is reset as soon asU̇ i50!. We thus haveV̇<0 which estab-
lishes Lyapunov stability and boundedness of the state ve
Note that this reasoning is easily modified for the variable st
ness technique.

In general, the results above do not establish asymptotic
bility ~i.e., we cannot guarantee that the entire state vector goe
zero!. Indeed, it is easy to construct simple~undamped!
multidegree-of-freedom systems with certain initial conditions,
which the state vector does not go to zero~more on this later!. By
considering the system an autonomous nonlinear~state-dependen
stiffness! system, standard application of LaSalle’s theorem~Slo-
tine and Li 1991! yields limt→`ẋTKi(x2xs,i)50. Using the local
z coordinates, this implies thatż→0, which means that the rela
tive motion of the ends of each device goes to zero. Next, de
ing

Si~ t !5 ẋT~ t !Kiẋ~ t ! (11)

this implies that

lim
t→`

Si~ t !50, ; i
ata
Fig. 7. Absolute acceleration of floor one~left! and floor three~right! due to initial displacement on floor three: Solid line is experimental d
and dashed line is from simulation



Fig. 8. Simulated~upper! and experimental~lower! results for acceleration of floor three and resisting force of device

Fig. 9. Acceleration of top floor with periodic input near first resonant frequency, with and without control

Fig. 10. Acceleration of top floor with periodic input near second resonant frequency, with and without control
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Putting all l devices together, we have the state vectorx con-
verging to the intersection of allSi50. Recall that if there were
damping in the system, through aCẋ term in Eq. ~7!, similar
arguments would lead to limt→`ẋTCẋ50. As a result, we have

lim
t→`

ẋ~ t !PS~ t !

where

S~ t !5$S1~ t !50%ù$S2~ t !50%¯ù$ẋTCẋ50%

As before, note that with minor alteration, similar conclusio
can be obtained for the variable stiffness approach as wel
either case, the control logic leads tożi→0, but not necessarily to
eitherx or ẋ becoming zero. Indeed, it is easy to construct sim
systems that show this. For example, consider an undamped
 -

mass system with a semiactive device connecting the two ma
It is relatively straightforward to verify that the semiactive devi
eliminates all relative motion between the two masses, but
two masses may move together based on initial conditions
how they are anchored to the support. For the same system,
ever, a semiactive device connecting one of the masses to
support would eventually eliminate all motion. This observati
points to the important role that the placement of these dev
play.

Device Placement

We start with the standard diagonalization through the eigenv
tors of theM andK1S iKi system, i.e., the stiffness of the syste
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / SEPTEMBER 2002 / 921
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when all of the devices are set to the high-stiffness state.
matrix Q be the eigenvector matrix along with standard change
coordinates

x~ t !5Qy~ t !

which leads to the following equations of motion in terms of t
modal coordinates:

mj ÿ j~ t !1l j y j~ t !5qj
T(

i
Kixs,i5(

i
qj

Tv ia i~v i
Txs,i !

where mj and l j5generalized mass and stiffness for thejth
mode; andqj5corresponding eigenvector. Recalling Eq.~5! re-
garding the stiffness associated with each device, it is easy to
that qj

Tv ia i plays a role similar to theki in Eq. ~1! for the single
degree of freedom discussed earlier. As a result, ifv i

Tqj50 then
the device installed on theith floor does not have any impact o
the jth mode. Typically, the larger thev i

Tqj , the faster the vibra-
tion in the jth mode is eliminated. This can be used to help id
tify desirable locations for the devices~e.g., placed such tha
highly excited modes are the ones most affected!. This issue will
be considered further below.

The placement issue discussed above relied on the ge
concept of mode shapes, which is possible due to the homog
ity ~Inaudi et al. 1994! property of these classes of nonlinear sy
tems~e.g., the stiffness is the same high value at all times!. Unlike
previous results, it is not clear how these pole placement res
apply to the variable stiffness approach. Recall that in that c
the stiffness matrix is only piece-wise constant and the concep
natural frequency and mode shapes do not apply. Attempting
agonalization with thenominalmode shapes can lead to weak
results that show that if a mode shape is perpendicular to allv i ’s,

Fig. 11. Schematic of six-story building
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then that mode is not affected by the device and undergoes
vibration. In general, however, the modal coordinates canno
separated.

Results

Consider the scale model of a three-story~or three-bay! structure
in Fig. 6. On the right is the laboratory model from which the da
presented here are obtained, and on the left is the schematic o
equivalent three-degree-of-freedom model used to represen
structure

Mẍ1Cẋ1Kx5Bw

where x5vector containing displacements of floor
w5disturbance~e.g., a rotating unbalance on the top floor!, and
M, C, andK5mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectiv
Structural identification~Srisamang 1997! leads to the following
values for these matrices:

M5F 0.233 0 0

0 0.233 0

0 0 0.233
G

C5F 0.523 20.153 20.035

20.153 0.502 20.200

20.035 20.200 0.353
G

K5F 482.0 2242.0 0

2242.0 511.0 2269.0

0 2269.0 269.0
G

Fig. 7 compares the simulated and experimental records
the absolute acceleration of floors 1 and 3 due to an initial d
placementwithout the control logic in operation. In the experi-
ment, the top floor was statically displaced approximately 3
and released. The displacements from the static deflection o

Table 1. v i
Tqj for Different Mode Shapes and Device Locations

Floor
i

First
mode

Second
mode

Third
mode

Fourth
mode

Fifth
mode

Sixth
mode

1 0.1327 20.3678 0.5187 0.5507 20.4565 20.2578
2 0.1250 20.1828 20.1508 20.6834 0.9752 0.7143
3 0.1101 0.0941 20.6256 20.3859 20.6514 21.0072
4 0.0887 0.3238 20.2929 0.7764 20.2351 1.0693
5 0.0621 0.3905 0.4179 0.1987 0.918520.8865
6 0.0320 0.2609 0.589320.8243 20.8084 0.5006
Fig. 12. Comparison of top floor displacement with resettable device located on bottom and on top floor



Fig. 13. Comparison of top floor displacement two devices located on floors one and six and on floors four and six
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three floors due to the experimental initial condition were used
the initial conditions for the simulation. As the figure shows, t
model seems to have a slightly different first natural frequen
leading to the behavior seen after ten or so cycles. Overall, h
ever, the model has a reasonable degree of fidelity. Recall tha
control logic does not depend on the structural model, but a
sonably accurate model can be used to study placement o
devices~more on this further below!.

A pneumatic device~see left-hand side of Fig. 2! was installed
on the first floor as shown in Fig. 6. The device adds roughly
same stiffness to the first floor as the existing structure has. T
as a result, increases the~1,1! term ofK to K111K1115714. Fig.
8 shows the effect of the control law on the transient respons
the structure with the same initial conditions used for the respo
of Fig. 7. The top plots are simulation results and the lower p
are experimental results. The acceleration plots on the left-h
side show that the structural vibrations have settled in about
the time of the response shown in Fig. 7.

The right-hand plots of Fig. 8 show the resisting force in t
device during the motion. The jumps in force correspond to tim
when the device is reset. The dashed lines in the lower-right
indicate the actual command to the experimental valve that ca
the resetting action. The sharper features in the upper plots of
8 are due to the fact that in the simulation it is assumed that
devices can be reset instantaneously. In the experimental re
shown in the lower plots, the dynamics associated with the mo
ment of the value and the gas flow~as shown in Fig. 5! result in
less sudden changes. Nonetheless, the simulation results o
top plots are quite similar to the experimental results of the low
plots and capture the essential features.

While adding the device increases the overall stiffness of
structure, the improvement in the response is due to the en
extraction in resetting. To see that, consider the top left plo
Fig. 8. The dotted curve corresponds to the response of the s
ture when the device is locked at all times, highlighting the b
efits of the resetting logic~leaving the device open—unlocked—
results in a similar plot!.

These results are consistent with results of Bobrow et
~1995!, where some preliminary results were presented for
sponse under external disturbance. For example, consider Fi
and 10, from Bobrow et al.~1995!, where the forced response o
the structure to a periodic forcing function caused by the unb
anced rotating load on the top floor. The large amplitude porti
of the plots occur when no control is applied, and the valve
closed. The smaller amplitude portions of the plots occur w
the resetting control law is used. The peak acceleration is red
by about one half. We should note that no attempt was mad
optimize the size of the device in relation to the structure.
-
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Discussion

The results shown above are relevant to applications that a
the addition of semiactive devices to existing structures, such
bridges and building retrofit projects. In such cases, the flexibi
to choose a location is limited. Often, the suppression of the
vibrational mode is a major consideration. The developmen
the ‘‘Device Placement’’ section applied to this problem leads
placement of the device on the first floor, though a thorough co
parison is difficult since adding a device to different floors resu
in different stiffness properties, modes shapes, and natural
quencies.

On the other hand, in applications such as flexible space st
tures or new buildings, it may be possible to install devices i
variety of locations. Furthermore, the design can be based
certain overall stiffness characteristics, in which a portion of
stiffness is from the semiactive devices and the rest from tra
tional structural elements—thus incorporating smart devi
while avoiding excessive stiffness and expense. Since this
proach maintains the same overall stiffness~and natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes!, it is quite useful for a comparative stud
of device placement~discussed in ‘‘Device Placement’’!.

Consider the schematic of Fig. 11, which represents a six-s
structure. We use a shear-beam model for a full-scale six-s
building with identical story units. The mass of each floor, and
stiffness and damping coefficients of each story unit aremi

5345.6 t,ki5340,400 kN/m, andci52,937 kNs/m, respectively
These values result in a first vibrational mode of 1.2 Hz. Tabl
shows the values ofv i

Tqj , as a measure of the influence of th
device on theith floor on thejth mode. For example, if suppres
sion of the first mode is the main consideration, the first colu
of this table shows that a device placed between the ground fl
and the first floor has the most influence on the first mode
vibration. The second column shows that the same de
strongly affects the second mode as well, but a device pla
between floors four and five would have the greatest effect on
second mode. On the other hand, placement between floors
and six should probably be avoided for suppressing the first m
shape.

To see the advantages of proposed choices for the positio
the devices, consider Figs. 12 and 13. In all plots, the ini
displacement was the static deflection curve of the structure
to a 100,000 N force applied to the top floor. Naturally, this e
cites primarily the lowest modes. The dotted lines in Figs. 12 a
13 show the response of the system without applying the con
logic to any of the devices~i.e., nominal stiffness!, and assuming
zero damping. Fig. 12 shows that if a device is placed betw
the ground floor and the first floor~the thick line!, a relatively fast
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / SEPTEMBER 2002 / 923
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settling time is achieved. On the other hand, as predicted by T
1, if a device is placed between floors five and six, a slow
settling time is obtained. Fig. 13 compares the placement of
devices in two locations. If they are placed on the first and fi
floors ~thick line!, much faster settling times are achieved than
placing the devices on floors four and six. Also note that b
plots, particularly Fig. 13, show that when a device is placed
the first floor, the first natural frequency changes slightly~leading
to the mismatch in the phase after a few cycles!.

Conclusions

This paper is focused on the basic analytical techniques need
characterize structural systems that use a new type of ‘‘resetta
semiactive device for vibration suppression. The device beha
like a linear spring with an unstretched length that can
changed—or reset—at appropriate times to extract energy f
the vibrating structure. We have presented experimental resul
the mathematical characterization of the device, and we have
sented both experimental and simulation results that demons
the performance of the device for structural vibration suppress
The results indicate that the device yields excellent performa
it is simple to construct, and it may easily be integrated into
design of new structures. It is also straightforward to retrofit
device into existing structures.
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